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RFID Locking – Opening a secure lock has never been easier

With BeCode AIR and BeCode AIR+ the
principle of keyless access remains but its
operation has been simplified even further.
The design uses common building security
systems such as an RFID access card to
release the blocked locking system. Simply
hold the card, that is to say, the transponder
in front of the BeCode AIR or BeCode AIR+
lock, then turn the lock 90° to open and the
same in reverse to close.

Technology simplified
By linking to your building security access
cards, BeCode AIR and BeCode AIR+
provide a fully individual system to grant
access to various personnel or a number of
different user groups. Admin cards are used
to provide authorisations, change, expand or
cancel authorisations without any difficulty.
Even if a card is lost, the response can be
immediate and effective.

BeCode AIR locks are designed for use
with RFID. Both the BeCode AIR and
BeCode AIR+ designs are identical, the only
difference is that the ‘+’ in BeCode AIR+
refers to the additional, integrated Cam lock
that fits any standard lock cut-out.

Exceptional award winning design
The simple and timeless design, combined
with the advanced technology resulted in
BeCode AIR receiving the Interzum award
for intelligent material and design.

Upgrade your locks
Unlike other locks, BeCode AIR has been
specifically designed to retrofit into an
existing cylinder lock, so that you can
upgrade your furniture locking system to
your RFID. BeCode AIR is also the only RFID
lock system that works on metal furniture.

Innovation and integration
Due to its innovative concept, the BeCode
AIR and BeCode AIR+ are compatible
with most of the main RFID standards,
so customers do not have to make a
commitment to a single RFID system. The
BeCode AIR range can be integrated into a
variety of radio standards and recognises
the standards independently of each other.
When using the admin card, keycards of
various standards can be programmed
or deprogrammed simultaneously. Even
radio-controlled systems, that are added
subsequently, can be easily linked with the
BeCode AIR and BeCode AIR+.
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Features
Advanced RFID locks
Fast and easy operation
Keyless and cable-free for ease of
management and flexibility of location
Easy to integrate into existing RFID
environments
Compatible with all main rear closing
mechanisms for simple retrofitting to
upgrade existing furniture
Available in ISO 15693, ISO 14443A,
Legic RF-Standard, Legic-RF, HID Iclass
Supports all main RFID solutions in the 13.56
MHz range and is compatible with all current
RFID standards such as Legic, Mifare, HID,
Tagit and many more
Up to 10,000 closing operations with
one battery
Can be configured for a variety of user
groups
Electronic lock with integrated Cam
The RFID lock system that works on metal
furniture
Compatible with left or right opening doors
Three-level system for user/administration
Can facilitate up to 50 users for a single
BeCode AIR lock
No external programming devices required
Straightforward battery change and manual
lock programming with no need for a
computer programmer
Accommodates individual branding,
company identities or numbering
Multitude of colour and surface options

